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ABSTRACT:  
The isotopic elements obviously have no location in "the Periodic Table of the Chemical Elements". To resolve 

the ranking location of isotopes' place in the periodic table, to Constructing "Element’s Periodic Law of 

Three-dimensional (solid)" becomes inevitable. The author summarizes the formation and development of the 

periodic law of chemical elements forms four stages: single→1D→2D→3D. 
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I. INTRODUCTION： 

Since the beginning of mankind, people pay attention to the study of the "elements" which are 

closely related to human beings and accompany them throughout their lives and cannot be separated from 

every moment. In ancient times, people had long had a certain degree of the most primitive and simple 

perceptual understanding of the elements. Several ancient civilizations in BC, such as Egypt, India, China 

and Greece, all had a variety of classification methods for elements.  In chronological order, ancient Egypt 

believed that the material that made up the world was water. Ancient India believed that "water, fire, land, 

wind" constitute the world. The ancient China during ChunQiu(B.C.770–B.C.476) Period Warring States 

(B.C.770-B.C.481) divided matter into the "five elements" of “metal、wood、water、fire and earth”. It’s called 

“theory of the five elements”. In the 6th century BC, the ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus (B.C.540-480) 

argued that the source of all things was fire. The 4th century BC, the ancient Greek scholar Aristotle 

(B.C.384-322) put forward the "four elements" theory: water, fire, gas, earth constitute the world of all things. 

Up until a single "element" was found. Until a single "element" was found.  

 

1. The discovery history and development rule of the chemical periodic table are divided into four stages -- 

point, line, plane and volume 
1.1 The “point” stage 

From remote ancient times“Fe”was found in“Iron Age”, the Bronze Age discovered“Cu”. In the 

16th century, with the rise of medicinal chemistry, medical chemists believed that the three basic elements, “S、

Hg and salt”, make up everything. In 1789, the elements number increased to more than 20, French chemist 

Antoine.L.Lavoisier (1743-1794) was a great scientist in the history of chemistry, he began to classify chemical 

elements. He created inorganic chemistry. It was not until the end of the 18th century that 33 elements, such as 

Au、Ag、Cu、Fe、Co、Sn、Pb、Sb、Bi、W、Mn、Ni、Pt、Zn、Hg、As、C、S、P、Mo and so on, were 

recognized (Some are simple substances and compounds mistaken for elements)
 [1]

. Due to the limitation of the 

development of science and technology, there is not much connection between elements by element. Therefore, 

people's understanding of elements is isolated and they made study of single "point" element. All of these laid 

the foundation for the "linear periodic law of one-dimensional elements".  

 

1.2 The 1D stage
[2]

 

From October 13,1803, British chemist J.Dalton( 1766-1844) presented a paper on atomic weights at 

the Institute of Literary and Philosophical Sciences in Manchester, published the New System of Principles of 

Chemistry, systematically published atomic theories, and discovered the law of multiple proportions. After the 

1830s, new research results appeared in succession, such as the German chemist Johann W. De Dobereiner's 

"trielement group" (1829), the French geologist Alexandre-Emile Beguyer de Chancortois, in "The Spiral 

diagram" (1862), the British chemist William Odling’s "Table of elements" (1864), German chemist Julius. 

Lothar. Meyer's "six element table"(1864)，Young British chemist J.A.R.Newlands's "Octave" (1866) and so on. 
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But all these are exploration on element law "horizontal" or "vertical", the Study on the Linear Law of 

"One-dimensional" Space. These are the linear periodic laws of one-dimensional elements. Meanwhile they also 

laid the foundation for the "plane periodic law of 2D elements". 

 

1.3 The 2D stage
[3]

 

On February 17, 1869, Russian scientists Д. И. Менделееь(1834 ─ 1907) published a periodic trends. 

It is one of the major achievements of natural science in the nineteenth century. The periodic law is a great 

discovery. Elements are natural products of nature. The periodic system is a natural classification. The periodic 

law is the basic law in natural science. The periodic table forms a neat, complete "natural matrix" of elements. 

In the years that followed, German chemist J.L.Meyer (1830-1895) and Менделееь worked tirelessly 

to finally arrange 63 elements in the periodic table..... After the second half of the 19th century and the first half 

of the 20th century, the exploration of the periodic law of elements is "two-dimensional" in plane. On December 

30, 2015, IUPAC (International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry) confirmed the artificial synthesis of four 

new elements, 113, 115, 117 and 118. And then, the seventh period of the periodic table is completely filled. 

Since then, the element plane periodic table has drawn a satisfactory end.  

However, people's exploration and research will always be endless. The periodic table is not so perfect, 

has not reached the "peak" and still development forward
 [4]

. The author has collected 118 tables of chemical 

elements in plane from around the world. The 2 D periodic table of elements in plane has 13 flaws, limitations 

and defects (but not errors). It’s unable to hold thousands of "Isotopic Elements". The traditional periodic table 

of chemical elements is introduced with two new parameters, "SNP" and “DNP”, draw up a "2DPeriodic Table 

of Elements" (Fig.1), in order to lay the foundation for the construction of "3DPeriodic Law of Elements". 

 

The "SNP" is the Sum of the number of Neutron and Proton in Nuclear (SNP=n+p), 

The "DNP" is the Difference between the number of Neutrons with Protons (DNP =n-p). 

 
Fig.1 "Periodic table of elements in plane" with two new parameters of "SNP" and "DNP" 
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Notes to the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements: 

 

 
 

A total of 118(lanthanum, rubidium repeat 2 have 120), rubidium display chemical elements part of the intuitive 

physical properties                                     

Legend： 

Atomic number    82   铅 The element’s name 

Elemental    Pb   s ymbol 

SNP  206  42   DNP 

 

Features of this color "Periodic Table of Elements" displays "family", "period", "name", "symbol", 

"ordinal", "SNP", "DNP", part of "physical properties", "metal ", "non-metal", "semiconductor", "gaseous", 

"inert gas", "stable element", " radioactive element", "the Lanthanum and Actinium two lines" and so on. This 

"Periodic Law of the Plane of Elements" includes all 118 elements, including 117 and 118. 

 

1.4 The 3D stage
[4]

 

In the mid-20th century, it was found that there were more than 1,500 "isotopic elements", which were 

randomly stacked in the positions of the same element in the "Periodic Table of Elements", which is also the 

origin of the term "isotope". As isotopes were discovered, they multiplied hundreds of times and studied further, 

deficiencies, limitations, defects and disadvantages of "the plane periodic law of elements" are revealed (but not 

mistakes). It is inevitable, necessary, sufficient and feasible to construct the element stereoscopic model. Only 

by expanding the establishment of the "3D periodic law of elements", can 2,787 isotopes be accommodated 

(details omitted), can it be complement, make up for, perfect it, and can thousands of isotopes be sequenced. 

In short，through the analysis of "point, line, plane, solid", the exploration history of the periodic law of 

the elements shows that before the early 19th century the exploration of the periodic law of the elements is 

point-by-point type. In the first half of the 19th century, the exploration of periodic law was linear and 

one-dimensional. From the second half of the 19th century to the first half of the 20th century, the exploration of 

the periodic law of the elements was planar and two-dimensional. In the second half of the 20th century, the 

exploration of the periodic law of elements is three-dimensional. This is the development history of point, line, 

surface and body of periodic law. This is the development history of the four stages of "points, 1D, 2D and 3D" 

of the periodic law of elements. 
[5] 

 

2 There are three stages: germination, formation and expansion of the "3D periodic law of elements" 

2.1 Budding stage 

At present, there are a lot of efforts made by chemists in the United States, Japan and other countries 

listed by Mr. Changhai Liu of China in the embryonic stage of research on "3D periodic law of elements" in the 

world. For example： 

At the University, Roy Alexander, designer of a science exhibition at the South Carolina State 

University, has designed "Alexander's Array of Elements" (see Fig.2) for "3d teaching AIDS". This "Alexander 

arrangement of elements" is like a conjoined three buildings. The first to the third short period and the fourth to 

the seventh long period, as well as lanthanide and actinide are placed on different buildings. The hierarchy 

proximity and basic symmetry of periodic law are presented. 
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Fig.2 American University of South Carolina ," The Array of Alexander Elements " 

 

In 2003, Professor Yoshiteru Maeno, a superconductive physicist at Kyoto University in Japan, 

invented a "circle spring element table" like a penholder (see fig.3). It is like a "pen container" with decorations. 

He rolled the "flat periodic table" into a cylinder, then pulled the fourth to seventh long periods into a circle, 

pulling the lanthanide and actinide series out of an eccentric cylinder at the same center of the circle. 

 

 
Fig.3 The "coil spring element Table" invented by Yoshiteru Maeno, a physicist specializing in 

superconductivity at Kyoto University, Japan, looks like a "pencil cylinder" 

 

Recently, a nuclear periodic table (Elementouch is still a flat table) created by Kyoto University, Japan, K. 

Hagino & Y. Maeno and transformed into a paper model called "NucleTouch"
[6]

 (see fig.4).  

 
Fig.4 The Japanese Nuclear Periodic Table (ElementTouch) is transformed into a paper model 

(NucleTouch) 
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Among these "dioramas" of many countries, some are undeniable deformation of the "element plane periodic 

table". Some are teaching AIDS or toys for "periodic tables of elements"（see Fig.5）. But they are also attempts 

to explore the "3D periodic law". 

 

  
Fig.5 The 3Dperiodic Law of Elements designed by other countries  

 
The author constructs the "3Dperiodic law of elements "(see Fig.6). A new Vertical shaft (Z-axis) was 

added to the original 2Dperiodic table with the horizontal column (X-axis) and the longitudinal column (Y-axis). 

The Z-axis vertical shaft is arranged in ascending order from top to bottom according to "DNP" (n-p, Difference 

between the Neutrons with the number of Protons). The "relative atomic mass of elements" in the original "2D 

table of elements" is replaced by the "SNP of isotopes (Sum of Neutron number and Proton number)". 

 

 
Fig.6 Schematic diagram of the three-dimensional periodic law of elements 

 

It is most well-known that, Professor Shanyu Cai says on page 22 of his book <The Man-Made 

Elements>：The Mendeleyev periodic law has been studied for a long time since the 1970s. It is considered that 

the element "2Dperiodic table" has its limitations. The biggest disadvantage is that isotopes of each element are 

concentrated in the same grid. There are no separate locations for isotopes. Therefore, the idea of 

"three-dimensional periodic table of elements" is put forward. 

According to a report in the American journal Science in early 1998：Fernando Dufour, professor of 

chemistry emeritus at the Ahuntsic College in Montreal. Duffer and William B. Johnson of the University of 

Cincinnati proposed a "three-dimensional periodic table". （However, only stable isotopes are included in the 

content, so the limitation is too great to generalize all 2,500 isotopic elements in nature, including radioactive 

elements.）[7] 
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Fig.7 Professor of Chemistry, Montreal Ahuntsic College, Canada Fernando.Dufour created the "3D Periodic 

Table" 

 

Since 1945, he has made a variety of three-dimensional models and constantly improved them (See Fig.7). 

This three-dimensional periodic table is different from an ordinary 2D periodic table in representation. He placed the 

first to third short period and the fourth to seventh long period respectively on different levels, representing the basic 

symmetry of the periodic law (See Shanyu CAI. <The Man-Made Elements> [M]. Shanghai Science Popularization 

Press, February 2006)
 [14]。 

The author began to study the "3D model" covering all 2,787 isotopes in the 1960s (Fig.8)
 [3]

. 

The 2D periodic table of elements is arrange chemical elements in a sequence（118）; 

The 3D periodic model of elements is arrange isotopic elements in a sequence（2,787）. 

 

 
Fig.8 is a schematic diagram of the "3D periodic law of elements" constructed by the author year by 

year
 [3] 

 

The above is the primary stage of "Constructing the 3D Periodic Law of Elements". 
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2.2 Formation stage 

In 2009, the author arranges, sorted out and statistics the parameters of seven authoritative reference books 

(in the order of publication date)
 [8-14]

, and participated in repeated proofreading, screening and arrangement of each 

other. The total number of isotopes is 2,786. Among them, there are 287 stable isotopes and 2499 radioisotopes.  

At the formative stage, the author found two important laws of isotopic sequencing, Therefore, <the Central 

Isotope Hypothesis> was proposed. (To be continued).  

 

2.3 Development stage, the space is limited, can only be reproduced next time. 
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